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About This Game

FINGER-FLIPPIN’, POWERFUL PINBALL!

No room for a pinball machine? So what! With DREAM PINBALL 3D you can transform your PC or console into 6 different,
multilevel, 3D pinball machines!

Clever gameplay, plus balls made of different materials – and each material has special ballistic properties that affect how those
balls roll! A cutting edge engine gets the best out of this classic game’s optics and acoustics, including state-of-art particle
technology, HDR and multiplayer 3D sound – and you get true pinball feeling, with a visible tilt function and the fantastic

“Motion Blur” effect!

Hook factor guaranteed!

KEY FEATURES:

6 pinball machines with different themes: Knight Tournament, Monstercastle, Underwater World, Dino Wars, Spinning
Rotors AND the “Fantasy” pinball machine, linked to “Two Worlds”!

Balls made of 6 different materials - steel, ivory, oak, walnut, marble and gold, all with different ballistic properties!

Multiball feature with 3 balls and 7different camera positions!
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State-of-the-art Particle and Motion Blur effects and brilliant lighting effects thanks to latest HDR technology

Individual sound effects, with speech recordings and music for every pinball machine

Multiplayer mode for up to 4 pinballers
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Title: Dream Pinball 3D
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
ASK Homework
Publisher:
Topware Interactive ACE
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:2.0 GHz Single Core

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:Shader 1.3 graphics card with 128 MB

Hard Drive:900 MB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Internet connection is needed to upload highscore

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Hungarian,Czech
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I'm still getting started with this game, but I'm absolutely loving the simple, yet well-done scenery. Like Kairo or NaissanceE, it
mixes platforming with wonderful eye-candy so just looking around is an experience by itself.

It runs very well on weak hardware. I'm enjoying the game on a laptop with a Celeron N2920 (aka an Atom), 4GB RAM, and
Ubuntu when playing on 1024x600 resolution.. Pulpy, cheap, old-school, Half-Life/Deus Ex hybrid. Avoid unless u
timetravelled to 2004 and that's the only game available..
It was a really fun game, the first RPG Maker game I've played, 4/5 for this game, I would just like to say it lacks in story focus,
there is no over arching story, and for a JRPG fan I think that would be a disappointment since those type of games are usually
very story focused, this game is more side-mission based, where u do all these pointless missions to get to the ending (I wouldn't
even call it a goal, since it's not something you were striving for). I really enjoyed Hexcells and Squarecells. I've played all 3
Hexcells twice already, so I was quite excited to see the new release by Matthew Brown.

Here is the review short and sweet: while the core mechanics of the game are really interesting, and follow nicely in the ssries of
number-based puzzles that were released before, this game has some frustrating flaws that really turn me off from playing it.
Fortunately, these flaws mainly pertain to the interface and can be easily fixed.

1) When you make a single mistake on a puzzle, the game brings you back to the puzzle selection menu. This is incredibly
frustrating, especially since the transition animations to and from the puzzles are rather slow.

2) Some of the core mechanics of the game are not explained properly (if at all - such as multipliers).

3) There is an annoying ripple effect that follows the mouse mouvement and that cannot be turned off.. If steam has a rating
called "Mixed", I would definitely rate this game that.

Until then, let's just keep it negative now.

It is a souls-like metroidvania with a long learning curve. Once you get the hand of it, it is a unique adventure to go through.
Combat is clunky and requires some management. Every weapon has two-combo moveset. It is not recommended to fininsh due
to the fact that the attack and dodge takes away so much stamina that makes you feel like you never exercise
before\u2013\u2013tired as hell. Plus all the bosses has a barrage of unforgiving movesets. That`s for later part. For story, you
are a phantom summoned for the sake of collecting the broken "Relic" to...destroy the fractured world? Or save it? I am not
quite sure what`s the meaning of my so-called "holy yet cruel crusade of relic-hunting". Almost all the lores come from
dialogues, from a subjective point of view. Often time the clues I can find in game are enigmatic or straight up unrelated to the
whole. As a result, levels becomes a multi-stage runthrough without in depth connection. Your progression transforms to
following orders without question, a shame really for me who digs this game`s design and story.

Remember the bosses I mentioned above? Here comes the part which I love\/hate. I love how the bosses are designed, as well as
their movesets. They are distinctive. However, I hate how unforgiving they are. On paper, their movesets are dope; in reality,
they are ridiculous to a degree of losing fairness. Our protogansit`s only way of evasion is to dash forward. The problem is the
AOE bosses have are often long and lasting. It is hard to tell whether the skill is over, or did I successfully escape. Mistakes are
made, and half of the health vansih. Most unbalanced one is Grammartys.Being the earlly challenging main boss I don`t even
know how many time I got kick in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by this damnable montrosity. Let`s keep it this way:
imagine in Dark Souls 3, put Pontiff Sulyvahn to where Abyss Watchers is, and ampflies his speed and range. That's HIM.
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NG+ is hell. The difficulties rank up because there are more late-game enemies in begining, and they all hit like trucks. To this
point our protagnist is a true paper doll\u2013\u2013two-shot by everything. This is a cheap way to cover new difficulty. Bosses
are even more unforgiving than before. Faster. Stronger. And larger AOE. I don`t even know why I bother finish it again
considering there`s no true rewards other than achievements.(which I am obessive with, so screw myself then.)

To ravel it all, I only recommend this game for first time playthrough. Other than that just don`t. DON'T.. Pros:
- Interesting puzzle mechanic
- small price
- trading cards

Cons:
- not much of levels (only 50) and first 20 of them are elementary, so you have only 30 to solve which provide at least bit of
complexity
- reiterative: you have mirror areas on the same level with exactly the same placement of blocks, which forces you to repeat the
same solution twice or thrice.
- timed puzzles the same as you already solved in "normal mode". Don't really see any reason to repeat them again, especially
when so much time given. Different puzzles specially constructed for timed mode with very little time given would have been
interesting, otherwise it's pointless.

As the side note: there are no text description or tutorial of what to do in game. Well, it's not hard to figure out by practice but
someone may find it confusing at least at the beginning.. Probably one of the worse games played this year. DO NOT BUY!
It is not on same level or even planet as original franchise. A bug ridden cash grab of a terribad game! From the looks of it all
the staff who made this have reviewed it themselves.

See or yourself....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qrv2mzqhfjc

I will be getting a refund on this game as I would rather drink my own urine than even have this abortion show up in my Steam
library!. The "play-within-a-play" is a "choose-your-own-adventure-book-within-a-choose-your-own-adventure-book".. In a
boomerang shop: "I'd like to buy a new boomerang please. Also, can you tell me how to throw the old one away?". It is hard to
tell you if you should or should not buy this route.
It does not have quick drive, but I guess you can make your own quick drive scenario.
The detail and scenery is great and there's a lot of it.
You don't get any new trains with the route, but you do get the double decker coaches which are great but they don't have a
passenger view.
All in all, I think that you should get this route if you really want it, or if it is in a sale
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A very creative new way of playing brick breaker. Definitely worth picking up.. if you Have HD Airport Graphics DO NOT
Get this! Its messes with the mesh and terrain, Otherwise I love the scenery I also have to say since i see both the default Hd
airport and US Cities X: Las Vegas the airport looks like photos taking from above, I have to say Not recommended since i cant
fly into there,. It not that bad but i have to thing i have to complain First Black 5 noises as 1938 stock stopping into stations
they should know by now they need to use differnt sounds for differnt trains.

this pack should actual London undeground DLC not made up island pleas TRAIN SIMULATOR MAKE A PROPER
LONDON UNDERGROUND MAPPPP.
. The main terminal screen lag makes this game completely unplayable :(. I can't get the engines brakes to release completely
and stay realeased. It's always showing a 20 percent application. The same goes for the GP35.
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